Revolutionize your packaging process with auto-boxing technology.

The CVP Automated
Packaging Solution.
See how the CVP works to
save you time and money.

One, Two, or Three Corrugate Feeders
use agnostic fan-fold material for quick
replenishment and reduced inventory.

Less Environmental Impact
by replacing material usage and box
size for a smaller carbon footprint.

Increase Productivity as single- or
multi-item orders are scanned and
custom boxes are conﬁgured every 7
seconds.

Reduce Labor Costs by eliminating
8 to 16 packing stations and ensuring
smooth workﬂows even during peak
production periods.

Customer Experience Notiﬁcations
camera live streams customer’s product
being packaged for complete order
visbility and less customer service calls.

Fit-to-size auto-boxing technology measures,
constructs, tapes, weighs, and labels each
parcel in one seamless process. It addresses
key shipping industry challenges—from
exponential increases in e-commerce orders
to supply chain labor shortages and rising
dimensional (DIM) weight charges.

Order Weight Veriﬁcation optimizes rate
shopping via an in-line scale, assuring accurate
weight and measurements of each parcel.

Easy Open Box taped on 2 sides allows
for easy open, recycling, or returns,
improving the customer experience.

“With the CVP we can work smarter, while reducing
packing, shipping, and seasonal labor costs.”
of Global Fulﬁllment at Backcountry.com

“Packaging is more efﬁcient and cheaper. We don’t need any
ﬁller materials to protect the product. And as the CVP packs
much tighter around the product, we have less damage.”
Richard Resen, CEO/Owner at The Label Collection

“We are looking at signiﬁcant savings
per package with the CVP.”
Pat Sullivan, Distribution Center & Logistics
Manager at Mason Companies

Single or Dual Induct
Stations to produce
high-volume packing
speeds.

Scanner Captures 3D Image of
each unique parcel to determine
the minimum box size required.

Optional Robotic Arm inserts
invoice or promotional materials
for greater efﬁciencies.

Reduce DIM Weight-dependent
freight costs with the correct-sized
box for every order.

Carrier Compliant Labels are created
and applied to ensure accurate delivery.

Customer-Focused
Service Solutions
on-site scheduled service calls, and
a dedicated OEM parts distribution
center. We customize our plans to
meet your needs.

